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The Gustave Eiffel University on an outing
to Paris
To conclude the English cycle, the promotion of the professional licence tourism
and sports leisure went to Paris to carry out original activities around the district
of Châtelet.
It is with a bright sunshine and a powerful cold, and a
Paris city still asleep that the 22 students and the
incredible teacher Mrs Vanessa Pierre met for a first
animation: it's time for a race against the clock dotted
with riddles in the surroundings of ‘’Châtelet’’, the "Paris
Express". The first group rallied the Stravinsky Fountain, the Saint-Eustache
church and the Pompidou center in less than 20 minutes while answering all the
riddles!
The, the group of students wearing the college T-shirts
headed to the Buren works columns located in the
courtyard of the ‘’Palais Royal’’ to achieve a Power 4 on a
human scale! One correct answer to a hard question, and
the team could place a player to try to line up 4.
After an exciting and suspenseful game, the team headed to the ‘’Cour Carré’’ at
‘’the Louvre’’ to play a game of speed and observation linked to the history of the
Kings of France. The groups had to find architectural
elements on the facades of the buildings and then take
pictures of them to score the point!
Finally, the last exciting and sporting activity through
the historic streets of the capital: a photo rally.
Combining strategy, speed and responsiveness, the
teams took original photos in front of Molière's
birthplace, the Admiral Coligny monument, the church of Saint-Germain
l'Auxerrois and the Louvre Pyramid.
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Then began the waiting of all the teams at the foot of the Pyramids before sharing
a good meal together. A beautiful morning, for the last group outing for the tourist
promotion!

